The Obama Presidential Library

Every Friday, we share what's good in a weekly round-up of pertinent news, opinion, investigations, and explorations of the arts, architecture, and city-building in Chicago and beyond. Read past issues or sign-up for the digest here. The list below is a special supplement to our digest for Friday, August 5. These are a reference for all the most interesting articles we’ve read on the Obama Library to-date (August 5, 2016).

*Chicago Tribune*: Obama chooses historic Jackson Park as library site

*Crain’s*: Opinion: Jackson Park the right choice for Obama Library

*Chicago Magazine*: A Very, Very Brief History of the Obama Library Site Selection

*Sun Times*: Washington Park left at the altar — again

*Co.Design*: The Obama Library Finally Has A Site: Chicago's Storied Jackson Park

*eNews*: Mayor Emanuel, Aldermen To Convene Group To Coordinate Economic Development In Neighborhoods Around Obama Presidential Center

–*Chicago Tribune*: Jackson Park a good choice for Obama library, but major challenges loom

*Chicago Tribune*: Obama library site once home to World's Columbian Exposition greenhouse

*DNA Info*: Obama Library Site Has Heritage of Innovation, Protest And Mud Pits

*WTTW*: Community Activists Share Expectations for Obama Library

*NBC Chicago*: Obama Foundation to Unveil Details of Jackson Park's Presidential Library

*Chicago Tribune*: Parks group says Obama library site isn't public trust land, won't sue

*Sun Times*: Sweet: Who will steer redevelopment near Obama Center?

*Sun Times*: 'Iconic location' tipped scale to Jackson Park for Obama library

*DNA Info*: Why Jackson Park For Obama Library? It Will Draw More Tourists, Board Says

*DNA Info*: Obama Library Will Give Jolt To Woodlawn, Speed Improvements: Rev. Brazier

*Crain’s*: Could Obama library lift Woodlawn's housing market?

*Chicago Reader*: Everybody had a happy face at the Obama Library site debut

*Chicagoist*: After Fighting Lucas Museum, Friends Of The Parks Will Not Fight Obama Library
ABC News: Foundation: Obama's Library Sites Reflect 'One Community'

Planetizen: Taking Public Parkland for the Obama Library Sets a Troubling Precedent